
KANAWHA MUSIC AND ART
LONG DIVISION MODULE GUIDE

Setup:

When connecting the module to a Eurorack power supply, an “inverting” 
cable is supplied, and will be marked with “INVERT”. This simply has one 
connector upside down of the other to insure that the cable will lie flat 
against the connector, when plugged in the keyed header, to minimize 
width. (Any regular cable can be used.) The red stripe will match the red 
stripe on your Eurorack supply. Plug in your MIDI source, send Audio Out 
to your effects unit, modular setup or amplifier, and you’re all set.

When powering up the unit, it will start to work immediately but it needs to 
be on  for at least 10 minutes for the tuning to stabilize.
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Functions:

MASTER TUNE: This moves the pitch of all oscillators up or down as a 
group. Note that the pitch range is not very far, about +/- half a step. Past 
that point the tuning between notes will start to separate, so large pitch 
changes need to be performed with the scale tune trimmers.

TONE: This is a simple tone control which acts to “round off” the 
waveforms going from “Bright” (square waves) to “Dark” (modified triangle 
waves). 

VIB. DEPTH: This controls the depth of the vibrato effect on the oscillators. 
Turned fully counterclockwise the vibrato effect is removed entirely and fully 
clockwise will produce an exaggerated vibrato effect. Note that the internal 
vibrato affects pitch as well as volume simultaneously.

REL. TIME: This controls the time of the release parameter after any note 
stops playing, and will work in either Organ or Piano mode, but has more 
effect in Piano mode. 

VOLUME: Controls the output volume of the module. 

SCALE TUNE: Each note of the scale (C, C#, D, etc) has its own free 
running oscillator, not synced to any master source. The trimmers to tune 
each note are available through these holes. Note that since this module 
uses divide-down tone generation, if C is tuned, all five Cs of the keyboard 
will move. If F is tuned, all Fs will move, etc. This makes it easy to tune to 
an external source as any octave which is easy to hear can be used to tune 
the module. Any of these trimmers can be tuned to any pitch over a wide 
range, and are precise enough to tune historical temperaments, etc.

MIDI IN/MIDI THRU: MIDI IN uses a TRS (stereo) 3.5mm plug in “A” 
format. The information received by the module is limited to note on/off 
only, pitch bend and other modulation sources are not recognized. MIDI 
THRU provides a copy of the incoming MIDI data for chaining to another 
device. 
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M TUNE CV: This input uses a standard mono 3.5mm cable and connects 
an external voltage to the internal regulation of the oscillators for pitch 
control, or better yet modulation such as an external LFO. A +/- 5V signal is 
recommended for this input. Note that with extreme pitch changes the 
tuning between notes will be affected, as it is by the MASTER TUNE.

TONE CV: This input is only to be used with signals between 0 and +5 
volts. By increasing voltage, the effect is the same as turning the tone 
control from “Bright” to “Dark”. For this control to have any effect, the TONE 
control must be at least in the middle of its travel, and better yet all the way 
to “Bright”. 

VIB. SPD: This controls the speed of the internal vibrato circuit, from 
practically inactive to the low audio range.

ORGAN/PIANO: When in the up “Organ” position, notes played will sustain 
for as long as the note held on. When in the down “Piano” position, notes 
will start to decay as soon as they are played, with the length of decay 
controlled by the REL.TIME control. NOTE: the gain of the internal circuitry 
is somewhat lower when using Piano mode, so the volume will need to be 
turned up somewhat to match Organ mode, when going from one to the 
other.

AUDIO OUT: This mono 3.5mm output goes to an external amplifier or 
further processing in a modular system. 

Care and feeding…

In most circumstances no maintenance will be needed, but if things get out 
of whack, it may be a good idea to reset the internal voltage of the system. 
Here’s how: 

1. Connect a voltmeter to the two pin plug provided on the right side of the 
module behind the front panel. 

2.   Set “MASTER TUNE” to the 12:00 position (straight up). 



3.   Set VIB. DEPTH to minimum (this is critical). 
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4.   Adjust the trimmer through the front panel access labeled “V. ADJ” to
      provide a reading of exactly 9 volts on the voltmeter. Done!

—————————————————————————————————-
In case of MIDI issues, usually simply turning off the unit for 30 seconds or 
so will take care of the problem. But if the entire unit starts transposing or 
starts playing out of range, access the push button switch in the back of the 
unit and play C1 on your keyboard. This will reset the MIDI module to 
recognize notes 1-61 of a standard keyboard as designed. The button will 
reassign the starting note and MIDI channel of the entire unit by doing this. 
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The range of the unit is 61 notes so any notes outside of the range will be 
ignored. 

We purchase the MIDI modules 
from MIDI-Hardware in Poland, 
and the user manual for the 
module itself is available here: 
https://www.midi-hardware.com/
instrukcje/midecousman7.pdf
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